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Select Clients

The breadth of products offered by Oracle Middleware often makes
it challenging for organizations to ensure that IT staff is trained to the
appropriate level and to control incident management with internal
resources. Because of this, challenges often extend past the initial
implementation.

– Northeast Ohio Regional

Sewer District
– College of American
Pathologists (CAP)
– Los Angeles Metro

AST’s Managed Services team supports organizations that are at the
forefront of Middleware innovation. With deep expertise on the full
range of Oracle products, our resources are Oracle-Certified, with
both implementation and support experience.

– Metra Rail
– West Virginia University
– Pinellas County
– Metropolitan Water

District

As an Oracle SOA Pillar Partner, we are adept at:

– Greater Orlando Aviation

Supported Technologies

–

Delivering ongoing support for existing SOA processes
Performing regular backup, recovery & performance tuning tasks

– Oracle SOA Suite

–

Maintaining the Oracle Middleware platform at the latest version

– Oracle Identity and

–

Managing Oracle UCM & AP Automation solutions

Access Management
– WebCenter Suite

–

–

Maintaining the Oracle IDM Suite, integrated with Oracle EBS and
custom applications
Upgrading OAF-based applications to Oracle ADF

–

Providing enhancements using any Oracle Middleware product

–

Authority

– WebLogic
– Application Development

Framework (ADF)
– AP Automation
– Exalogic

Customer Testimonials
“The project was extremely
complex, very invasive, and
it required a significant
amount of planning and
coordination, but the
combined teams from AST
and the CAP delivered a
successful implementation.”

AST has been effectively and proactively managing Oracle systems
since 2002. Our resources are experienced, professional and OracleCertified. As an Oracle Platinum Partner and Oracle SOA Pillar
Partner, we can provide access to Oracle development and
product information to the benefit of our clients. Our flexible Service
Level Agreements (SLA) and Support Models are tailored to your
organization and maximize the value of our offerings.

CFO, College of American
Pathologists
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